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In the course of his relatively brief career Paul Nizan's political stance and his stance as a writer both evolved in marked ways. Nizan died in May 1940 at the battle of Dunkirk at the age of35, by which time he had already been closely allied to the fortunes of the Parti Communiste Franr;ais (PCF) for over I 0 years, standing for communist deputy in
Bourg-en-Bresse in 1932, being part of the Association des Ecrivains et Artistes
Revolutionnaires (AEAR) delegation's trip to Moscow in 1934, through to the adoption of a new strategy during the Popular Front years. He was ultimately to end up leaving the party in disgust at the Nazi-Soviet Pact, shortly before his death. His conception of committed writing evolved from overtly polemical essays and fiction with a markedly ideological dimension to a more veiled and oblique style of writing in which irony increasingly got the upper hand. In Nizan's case, however, writing can at no point be set apart from questions of ideology because his belief in communism permeated so much of his thinking. Ideology in this case however is not to be understood as bourgeois mystifications in the Marxian sense, but rather in the sense first articulated by Lenin as a weapon in the class struggle, 1 a discursive means of persuasion meant to induce readers to join the fight for social equality. Ideology, then, as a means of inducing social and political change by way of swaying public opinion in the direction of the class struggle;
ideology as both an agenda and a blueprint for political action, but, most importantly, as a means of inspiring hearts and minds. The vehicle allowing the transmission of this type of ideological message was what Nizan was to come to refer to as 'revolutionary literature'. This term designated literary writing that was politically progressive in the sense that its effects, which were to be equated with its influence on the thinking of its readers, would make a positive contribution to the struggle for social and political justice in the fight against the iniquities of capitalism. There was quite a wide spectrum of possibilities for literary works to be classed as revolutionary. It might be that they revealed to the reader the necessity of workers joining the political struggle, or that they cast a spotlight on the complicity of bourgeois culture with the perpetuation of gross social inequalities, or indeed that they simply demonstrated through plot structure or character portrayal that seeking solutions in far right-wing nationalist politics was a delusion.
The matter of what exactly 'public opinion' is taken to mean is invariably fraught with difficulties in view of the wide range of historical periods and cultural contexts in which the concept has been thought to be appropriate for use. As comparatively recently as I 973, Pierre Bourdieu went so far as to argue that it was strictly speaking impossible to measure public opinion with any degree of accuracy and concluded from this that the concept itself was hence very largely a misnomer.' For the purposes of this enquiry into the ideological dimension ofNizan's writings, public opinion cannot realistically be taken to be broader in extent than Nizan's readership, i.e. those readers at which his prose was aimed and, above all, his actual readers. Understanding the ideological character and impact ofNizan's writings thus involves in part ascertaining who Nizan's readership was and the extent to which he can be supposed to have got his political message across where it can reasonably be claimed that there was a determinate message as such. In what follows, I will examine Nizan's evolving conception of communist literary commitment, focusing on the matter of where he situated the intersection of politics and aesthetics.
This line of enquiry will necessarily involve some consideration of where Nizan stood in relation to the official Communist Party line on art, and indeed to certain other left positions on the relationship between politics and writing in the period. It will also involve examination ofNizan's use of literary technique as a necessary vehicle to achieving the synthesis of aesthetic and political ends which he sought. narrators whose outlook on the world was closely allied to that of the leading characters was deliberately intended to throw the reader headlong into the real-world situations in which those characters found themselves; the reader was to be denied any privileged bird's eye view of the events taking place, being forced to think through independently the problems characters were trying to resolve. In Sartre's theatre, which he later was to categorize as a 'theatre de situations', 10 it was the characters themselves who were to do i' the problem-solving by being placed in specific predicaments which brought them face to i face with the difficulties involved in free agency and the limits of and constraints on that agency.
As revolutionary literature was not workerist it was not limited by any sort of stipulation that only working class readers should be catered to. Literature that was progressive in the sense of contributing to the advancement of the class struggle might address a wide range of subjects, including those traditionally associated with the bourgeoisie, as found in the nineteenth-century realist novel. 12 Writing on this view becomes an active part of the struggle, a political act insofar as it is an ideological incitement to take up arms in the name of social justice. In other words, it is far from the self-congratulatory and complacent optimism of post-revolutionary socialist realism, because everything is still to be fought for and literature is part of the fight, as a dimension of the ideological weaponry which the communist movement has at its disposal. Writing thereby takes its place as a part of the historical diaiectic as Marxists understand it, i.e. as founded in the proletarian struggle for socialist revolution as predicted by Marx. Central to this process is the view that writing and literature are political acts in the sense that they should seek to bring about social change by inducing the readership to participate in the struggle for greater equality. As such it is a view of culture which builds much more on the heritage of the Enlightenment than it does on the literary currents of the nineteenth century.
Literature is conceived as entirely bound up with public opinion and its transformative capacity to influence the course of social and political structures; writing, then, is an integral part of this process, and as an act is considered to be the beginning of a dialogue between author and readership. I have argued elsewhere that this view of literature anticipates by some twenty years the more famous concept of 'litterature engagee' that was to be formulated by Sartre notably in his 'Qu'est-ce que Ia litterature?'. 13 If such a view of literature sounds reductive of the cultural sphere in the sense of reducing aesthetics to political objectives, in Nizan's thinking, as in that of Trotsky, this is far from the truth.
Indeed, Nizan was clearly sceptical about socialist realism's total subordination of aesthetics to the political message or agenda. The communist novelist, Nizan felt, should instead make full use of the literary possibilities at his or her disposal to ·draw the reader into situations which would induce him to want to draw the appropriate conclusions, namely that proletarian struggle was necessary and a morally just cause. the notably revealing account given by the most disaffected member of the student group, Pluvinage, of the reasons which contributed to his betrayal of Carre. He describes in detail the frustration and enviousness he had long felt towards Laforgue and the now dead Rosenthal in such a way that the reader is impelled to reassess the significance of all his previous appearances in the narrative.
Le Cheval de Troie
The ambiguities which are created by Nizan's novelistic technique are complemented and emphasized by his evident desire to complicate the thematic contrasts of the novel and thwart any attempt on the part of the reader to draw easy conclusions. realism. Left-wing political commitment is shown in its full complexity rather than as a self-evident truth. Self-questioning replaces banal certitudes, self-irony supplanting flat assertion. Consequently, rather than being relegated to the role of passive receptor, the reader is invited actively to question and make sense of the political problematics thrown up by the writing for him or herself. Nizan believed that this literary technique was the most likely to win public opinion over to the preoccupations of the PCF.
By refusing to sacrifice the aesthetic qualities of literary writing, he thought, the writer would be appealing to the reader's intelligence rather than falling back on a more
Manichean and polarised ethical prise de position. Aesthetics should not be sacrificed to ethics, the pleasure which the reader took in the act and process of reading being more likely to sway their opinion than the bald assertion of ideological principles. In this sense, founded on the elevation of these areas to a position, arguably, of even implausible supremacy. That is to say, Sartrean literary commitment, paradoxically in and through his very insistence on commitment, was to be more purely aestheticist than Nizan's had been. Nevertheless, Nizan had clearly perceived the manifold complexities of political commitment in literary writing many years before Sartre's famous exhortations that writers should take up arms in the struggle for social justice. If writers were to sway public opinion they first had to be able to communicate with readers in a meaningful way.
This meant that novels still had to please their readers in the first instance if they were to have any chance of instructing them as well. Even if the ultimate goal was a moral one, it could not be achieved by sidelining aesthetics. Nizanian literary commitment anticipated that of Sartre in the 1940s in its insistence that the political could not be dismissed even in the most ostensibly 'aestheticist' of prose writing, but never went as far, once Nizan's early ultra-radical phase was behind him, as the cruder types of formulations which, though oversimplifications of his more nuanced positions, came to be seen as typifying the Sartrean view of the politics ofwriting. There is nothing in Nizan's literary practice or theory in the latter half of the 1930s, for example, as reductive and crude as Sartre's famous blaming of Flaubert and Goncourt for the repression which followed the Paris Commune on the grounds that they never wrote a single word against it. 26 Ultimately, then, even if many similarities between Nizan's aesthetic approach and that ofSartre some years later can be identified, the temptation to assimilate the one to the other must be resisted. Moreover, this is one of the principal reasons why Nizan's literary, critical and journalistic output continues today to occupy a distinctive place in the canon of French left-wing writing. Though overshadowed by the subsequently better known Sartre owing in part at least to his early death, Nizan perhaps better than any other writer and intellectual in the 1930s embodied the intelligent, penetrating and critical voice of left commitment of the pre-war years-one which could still legitimately advocate communism before the Stalinist rot had properly taken hold, one which was fully engaged in real political debates and yet equally passionate about culture;one which though officially 'orthodox', in reality repeatedly took a subversive stance in relation to the naiveties and limitations of the party line on cultural production. In this regard, Nizan was the forebear of so many intellectuals and writers drawn to the PCF out of political conviction but who, in the post-war years, would sooner or later become disaffected, would leave the party or be excluded from it.
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